
 CPF25 Family
ChargePoint® Level 2 Charging Stations

The CPF25 family brings ease of use, convenience, 

safety and reliability.    

Our CPF25 family of charging stations is designed for select fleet and multi-family 

applications. For fleets, CPF25 stations are ideally suited for depot charging.  

For multi-family communities, CPF25 stations are ideal for personal charging 

in assigned parking spots.  

All CPF25 models are Level 2 charging stations that can add up to 25 RPH (miles 

of range per hour) and are capable of charging some EVs in less than four hours. 

The stations come with a standard SAE J1772™ connector that can charge any EV 

on the road. 

Intelligent energy management capabilities can lower both installation and 

energy costs. Capabilities such as scheduled charging can reduce monthly 

operating costs, and panel sharing can help you charge more cars while avoiding 

expensive electrical upgrades. 

Stations are available in wall and pedestal mount configurations with 18' and 23' 

cord length options. You can keep cords off the ground and avoid trip hazards 

with our self-retracting, maintenance-free cord management system.

Maximize the Benefits of EV Charging with Smart,  

Networked Stations 
 + Receive automatic software updates that continuously deliver  

new improvements and features 

 + Remotely monitor, manage and configure stations from a single  
ChargePoint login 

 + Get real-time information on station availability 

 + Get detailed reports on energy usage, fuel savings, greenhouse gases  
avoided and more 

 + Restrict access to approved driver(s)/vehicle(s) with RFID card reader

 + Locate stations, see station availability, track charging and more while  
on the road with our mobile app 

Service Products and Support 
ChargePoint offers world-class service products and support for your drivers, 
station owners and charging stations. 

 + 24/7 driver phone support

 + Dedicated station owner support

 + Parts and on-site labor maintenance ChargePoint CPF25 
Two Stations with Dual 

Pedestal Mount and 
Cord Management Kit
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Energy Measurement
 + Real-time energy measurement 

 + 15-minute interval reporting

Minimize Costs with Energy Management

Our flexible energy management options can help lower 

your installation and energy costs while providing an optimal 

charging experience.

Scheduled Charging and Demand Response 

 + Allows you to plug in vehicles and schedule stations to  
start charging during off-peak hours when electricity rates 
are the lowest

 + Reduces monthly electricity costs by shifting EV charging  
to off-peak hours and avoiding demand charges 

 + Load shed by percentage of running average or to fixed 
power output 

Panel Sharing

 + Allows you to charge more EVs without costly electrical 
upgrades 

 + Intelligently and dynamically distributes power output  
to all EVs that are plugged in 

Power Select 

 + Allows for a lower capacity (less than 40A) circuit to  
power each port

Power Sharing 

 + Allows dynamic sharing of one 40A circuit between  
two parking spaces 

 + Doubles the number of parking spots served while  
reducing installation and operating costs 

 + Lets station owners upgrade from a single station to a  
dual-station configuration to serve more drivers without 
electrical upgrades

Clean Cord Technology
 + Ultra-reliable gravity-operated mechanism

 + Flexible over entire -40°C to +60°C (-40°F to +122°F) 
product temperature range 

 + Available on select models

Customizable 
branding areas

Clean Cord Technology keeps 
cords off the ground

Available in 18' and 23' 
cord lengths

Built to withstand 

the elements

ChargePoint CPF25 
Two Stations with  
Dual Pedestal Mount 
and Cord Management Kit

Safe and Reliable Hardware
 + UL listed, meeting the stringent requirements of the  

nation’s leading safety standards organization

 + Stations are rugged, built to withstand the elements   

 + Type 3R enclosure offers the flexibility to install stations 
outdoors or indoors 
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ChargePoint CPF25 
Wall Mount

Compact, slim form factor

Ergonomic holster design 

LED indicator lights make 
the station intuitive and 
easy to use

RFID card access reader to 
authenticate vehicles/drivers

24/7 driver phone support

Universal J1772 connector,  
works with all car models*

*Tesla models can use an adapter
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Campbell, CA | 95008-6617 USA  

+1.408.370.3802 or toll free +1.877.370.3802 
chargepoint.com

Listed by Underwriters 
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Pedestal Charging Stations

Wall Mount Charging Stations

Wall Mount

Single Pedestal Mount

Wall Mount with Cord 
Management Kit

Single Pedestal Mount with  
Cord Management Kit

Two Stations with  
Dual Pedestal Mount 

Two Stations with  
Dual Pedestal Mount 

and Cord Management Kit

Learn More
To learn more about the ChargePoint CPF25 family of charging stations: 

        Visit chargepoint.com/CPF25

        Call +1.408.705.1992

        Email sales@chargepoint.com
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